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Abstract: The user reviews posted online by the Internet 

users about a product plays a vital role in determining its 

success in the market. The reviews also influence the purchase 

decision of the consumers. The chances of getting cheated by 

fake reviews are very high because detecting spams in reviews 

is not an easy task either manually or automatically. Hence 

there is a need to evolve new techniques and methods to 

outperform the smartness of spammers. In this paper, we 

propose a Heterogeneous Feature Weight Analysis framework 

for extracting various features related to the review and certain 

parameters are calculated from these features to form a pattern 

for deceptive reviews. The features associated with the review 

are review content, review rating and user centric 

characteristics which are pulled out from the dataset retrieved 

from Amazon. This analysis has helped us to categorize 

reviews into normal and suspicious reviews. We have executed 

our algorithm in Python software and were able to achieve an 

accuracy of 71.6% inprediction. 

 

Keywords: Fake reviews, detect spam, sentiment analysis, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Theusageofsocialmediabythepublicforexpressing their 

views on a topic or a product in market is on the rise with 

the increasing number of Internet users worldwide. It has 

become a practice for online consumers to post their 

opinions on Twitter, Facebook or blogs and these reviews 

have become very much important for individuals and 

marketers. These opinions are helpful for purchase 

decision making, innovating new products or increasing 

the demand for these products or services. Unfortunately, 

this has paved the way for making fake reviews in online 

media to increase the popularity of products/services or to 

downgrade the competitor’s products/services. Many 

algorithms have been designed and evaluated for detecting 

spams in reviews and spammers are also intelligent to 

outwit these algorithms. It is logically difficult to find out 

whether a review is genuine or not by simply scanning the 

content, although there is a pattern of using words for the 

reviews by the same spammer.   

In addition to evaluating the content, we can extract 

features associated witha review for fake review detection. 

Some of the prominent features that are extracted are 

overall rating, reviewer user id, geographic location, the 

time when the review was posted and the IP address and 

MAC address of reviewer’s computer [16]. 
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The online manipulations of reviews are now prevalent 

across many industries such as movie rating, e- commerce 

web sites, restaurants and hotels. Many studies on this topic 

are focused on distinguishing the behavioral pattern of 

spammers and non- spammers. For example, majority of 

honest reviewers write only one review for a movie, 

product/brand, or service. But if we can observe more 

number of reviews from the same user id during the same 

time period, that reviews become suspicious. This task of 

fake review detection is very challenging since spammers 

would intelligently frame their behaviors like honest people. 

So we have to look for more features for 

accuratespamdetection.Inthisresearch,wefoundthatthe 

spammers tend to write unusually long texts by highlighting 

each components of the product in review, while normal 

reviewers mention relatively one or two functions of the 

product in shortertext. 

The features can be classified into three main categories as 

follows: 

Features based on Review Content: The examples under 

this class are count of brand names mentioned in review, 

length of the review and the number of feedbacks which 

were helpful. 

Features based on Reviewer: Examples include the 

averageratinggiven,negativeoutliersaremostlikelytobe spam, 

the mean and standard deviation in rating, ratio of first hand 

reviews to the total number of reviews to that 

product/service and the number of cases the reviewer was 

the only person to review the product orservice. 

Features based on Product: Examples for product centric 

features are price of the product, sales volume, sales rank 

assigned based on sales volume and the mean 

andstandarddeviationofreviewratingoftheproduct.The 

products with low sales rank are more likely to be spammed 

[16], [20]. 

The genuine reviewers generally give a mix of emotions 

both good and bad about different features in the product. 

This kind of information is very important for consumers as 

well as marketers to know better about the product. The 

fraudsters tend to use highly positive words in order to 

promote the business. So extracting thefeatures is very vital 

in sentiment analysis and it was found that lexicon based 

method is best suited for feature extraction [8]. 

To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we have downloaded 

the publicly available reviews dataset from Amazon. The 

dataset contains around 2 lakhs reviews but our computer 

processor cannot handle such volume of big data and hence 

we have reduced our data size to 25,000 records. The 

Python interpreter version used is 3.6.7. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

The work done by Kumar [1] and his team of researchers 

found that the features describing the reviews of spammers 

are heavily skewed. This means that the spammers have a 

tendency to distort the natural distribution of opinions. They 

have employed feature engineering to detect and predict 

opinion spammers using supervised learning algorithms. 

The various features taken for study are review gap, review 

count, rating entropy, rating deviation, time of review and 

user tenure. Ridhima Ghai et al. [2] assigned scores to each 

feature like caps score, reviewer count and rating variation. 

Reviews were termed as helpful if total score value is high 

and reviews corresponding to lower score values are termed 

as not helpful and probably spams. Yelp.com provides a 

review dataset which contains information on review 

related 

features,userrelatedfeaturesandbusinessrelatedfeatures. The 

Yelp dataset structure is explained well in the paper and the 

authors have proposed an algorithm based on location and 

businesses[5]. 

M.Saini [21] points out that feature centric opinion spam 

detection algorithms face two main issues. The first 

problem is identifying and constructing new features and 

second issue is evaluating these features effectively. The 

feature ranking is based on degree of dependency and 

concluded that multi-view learning is more powerful than 

single-view learning. Another work concentrates on 

singleton review spam detection by transforming the 

problem into a temporal pattern discovery problem [18]. 

The fake reviews can be divided into four types viz. 

untruthful review, off-topic review, brand only review and 

non-review [3]. Non-reviews contain a lot of 

advertisements, link to other websites, phone numbers, 

price etc. It contains practically no helpful opinion words. 

Spammers can work in groups which are more harmful than 

individual spammer and thirteen features pertaining to 

group spammers and the methods of detection are defined 

in the paper by Rupesh et al. [4]. Another paper [14] 

constructed co-bursting network for group spammer 

detection. Spammers have adopted different ways to escape 

detection methods and a detailed account on compromised 

or fake user identities to spread spam is taken for survey in 

the paper [15]. Lin et al. [17] experimentally proved that 

unsupervised method of spam detection yielded more 

accuracy than supervised methods like Logistic Regression 

and SVM. Guan Wang et al. [19] proposes review graph for 

defining the relationship between stores, reviewers and 

reviews. From the graph, they have derived three 

conclusions like faithfulness of reviewers, honesty in 

reviews and trustworthiness of stores. Rohit et al. [13] 

considered sentiment score also along with three sets of 

features to train the classifiers and got improved accuracy. 

The main evaluation criteria used in almost all works are 

Area Under Curve (AUC), Precision and accuracy metrics. 

Mostafa Salehi et al. [11] have differentiated review and 

user based features into behavioural and linguistic centred 

features. The network spam detection algorithm is evaluated 

on these parameters. Linguistic and psycholinguistic 

differences of honest and fake reviews have a crucial 

influence in spam detection [10]. 

In many papers, under supervised learning methods, SVM 

proved to be the best classifier. But in the analysis work 

done by Atefeh Heydari et al. [6] found that neural network 

model performance under deep learning is better than SVM. 

The more important features, whether it is content based or 

user based, should be given more weight in calculations for 

better performance [7]. Another work done by Somayeh 

Shojaee et al. [9], the writing style of a writer is deeply 

taken for study to identify fake reviews with various 

classifiers like SMO, SVM and Naive Bayes. Another 

method of feature extraction is TFIDF of word n grams. 

The selection of appropriate feature set is essential for 

proper training of classifiers [12]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The dataset had the following features which were taken 

for analysis and detection of spam. The features were 

Reviewer Identity number, Product Identity number, an 

array which gives the rating values of helpful or non- 

helpful reviews, overall star rating, review content, date 

and time of review. The framework of methods carried out 

for determining suspicious reviews is given in figure 1. 

The features from the dataset are extracted one by one for 

analysis. The rating feature is categorized into the number 

of reviews given a star rating of 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 

respectively. The average rating is calculated and the 

variation of each review rating with average rating is 

worked out. The values are normalized between 1 and 0. 

These values are pictorially represented for clarity in a 

chart. The number of reviews in which the usages of capital 

letters are greater is also found out programmatically. This 

is in accordance with the theory that spammers tend to use 

more capital letters in review content. A sparse matrix was 

formed with rows depicting reviewer Id, columns 

representing product id and cell values denoting the 

presence of reviewer rating against a product. This was 

done to check for a reviewer giving more than one review 

for the same product. The weights are normalized between 

1 and 0 and assigned for each feature appropriately. 

Overallscore forareview=∑fwi/n,              (1) 

where i varies from 1 to n, n=total number offeatures, fw 

denotes featureweight.The threshold value is taken as 0.75 

and all values above 0.75 were taken as normal helpful 

reviews and less than threshold value were termed as 

suspicious reviews. The programmatically predicted values 

were compared with actual helpful reviews specified in 

dataset tocompute the 

accuracy ofprediction. 
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Accuracy =  predicted values of helpful reviews     (2) 

actual helpful reviews in the dataset 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Hetrogeneous Feature Analysis Framework 

IV. RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION 

Itiswidelyacceptedthatthereviewratinghasadirect link to the 

revenue of the product. Hence the spammers tend to give 

the highest value for rating. When we characterized the 

distribution of review rating, the graph shown in figure 4 is 

skewed to the highest value of 5. But we cannot come to a 

conclusion with this single feature analysis result. So we 

have calculated the average review rating and found out 

the variation of each review with the average value and it 

is presented in figure 2. The logic applied is that the 

smaller the value, the higher the deviation. But it is found 

that only a small percentage of reviews (9.6%) have the 

value of 0.25 and hence we understood that a small 

percentage of reviews only come under suspicion. A 

value of 0.5 means normal deviation and a value of 1 

means no deviation at all. It is clear from the graph that the 

number of reviews with 0.25 is less than that of 0.5 and 1. 

The capital count graph given in figure 3 shows that only a 

very few reviews are in full capital letters since a value of 

1 shows that the count of capital letters is zero or less than 

2. The sparse matrix was also analyzed and we found only 

a few rows with high value. Overall, we can conclude that 

the dataset contained a maximum of normal or genuine 

reviews and a small percentage of reviews only came 

under suspicion. The weight assigned to each feature was 

normalized inthe range 0 to 1. All these weights were 

summed up and compared with an optimal threshold value 

of 0.75 which we have got from previous studies. All those 

records having score above 0.75 were marked as helpful  

and those below 0.75 were termed as non-helpful reviews. 

The null values were discarded from calculation. 

 

Table I. Variation In Review Rating. 

Rating 

Variation 

(RV) 

Norma

l ized 

value 

 

Count 

of 

Reviews 

 
 

% 

RV=0 1 7928 31.7 

RV<2 and 
RV>=1 

0.

5 

14673 58.7 

RV>=2 0.

25 

2399 9.6 

Total 
Reviews 

25000  
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Fig. 2. shows the variation in star rating with respect to the average value. 1 means no deviation and a value of 0.5 means 

normal deviation. 0.25 shows the outlier values which are under suspicion. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The null values in the dataset mean that the usershave not 

given the answer to the feedback question of whether the 

review was helpful or non-helpful. Hence the null 

columns were ignored forcalculation. 

Table Ii. Prediction Of Helpful Reviews. 

Predicting Helpful reviews 

 Total No. 

Reviews 
25000 

Threshol

d value 
0.75 

Helpful Not 

helpful 

Null 

values 

Actual Values 

in 

Dataset 

3340 3851 17809 

Predicted 

Values 

2394 4797 17809 

Accuracy 71.6 % 

 

earchfocusedondetectingfakereviewsfroma dataset 

which contained random reviews labeled with helpful or 

non-helpful feedback from Amazon website. The features 

were extracted and assigned normalized weights and the 

total score was computed and compared against an 

optimal threshold value for categorization into helpful 

normal reviews and suspicious spam reviews. The 

research was based on previous study on the topic and 

requires improvement in terms of accuracy of prediction. 

Our limitation was the capacity of processor power for 

handlinglarge records of data. Our future endeavors are set 

for improving accuracy of prediction by incorporating 

temporal features and linguisticfeatures. 

 
Fig. 3. shows the normalized value of count of capital letters in each review. Almost all 

reviews are touching the value 1 which means the count of capital letters is 0 or less than 2. 
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Fig. 4. shows the normalized distribution of Rating in 

Reviews. The number of reviews with rating 5 is the 

highest which means majority of reviewers have given a 

high rating of value 5. 
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